DISCUSSION PANEL
POST SILICON REALITY VS. PRE-SILICON MODELING –
PITFALLS AND OPPORTUNITIES TO EXPAND THE 𝝉-WORKSHOP
MODERATOR: CHRISTIAN LUTKEMEYER, INPHI CORP.

INTRODUCTION
• IC designers rely heavily on complex models and analysis tools when they
design digital circuits.

• Model accuracy is critical for the success of our products.
• The cost of fixing problems in SOCs has increased exponentially for decades
and is now $ millions for an all-layer change.

• Product delays due to “small mistakes” can cause business damage far
beyond the cost of the expensive fix.
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SIGNIFICANT EXPOSURE DEMANDS PERFECTION
• Designers need to be very conscious about idealistic assumptions in their
models and account for the gap to reality:
• Gaussian distribution of manufactured silicon
• Alignments of VT classes in SPICE models (all SS, all FF)
• Fully correlated interconnect models (all Cmax, all Cmin)
• Multi Input Switching speedup not modeled in libraries
• Supply voltage assumptions
• etc.
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DISCUSSION TOPIC
• Is it time for foundries, EDA, and fabless semiconductor companies to
collaborate to reduce product risk by developing and standardizing
benchmark test structures and access schemes that enable
• Accurate dynamic performance classification (per VT class),
• Measure detailed interconnect properties (capacitance, resistance, per layer),
• and obtain accurate supply information?
for each individual chip?
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DISCUSSION TOPIC (2)
• Are there areas in Device Validation Testing and Production Testing (“at speed
testing”) where the Tau Community could expand it’s focus to smooth the path
to production?
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PANELISTS
• Tom Spyrou, Intel
• Debjit Sinha, IBM
• Paul Pereira, Qualcomm
• Ali Anvar, Broadcom
• João Geada, Ansys
• Kelvin Le, Synopsys
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TOM SPYROU
•

Tom Spyrou has worked for over 30 years as an EDA Technologist and has gained
extensive experience in areas including Static Timing Analysis, Logic Synthesis, Power
Grid Analysis, Database Technology and Floor-planning. He has led the development
of leading edge commercial engines and products such as PrimeTime, Voltage Storm,
First Encounter, and the Open Access Database. Tom has been driving EDA algorithms
to utilize parallel programming approaches with both multi-process and multithreaded techniques. Tom is currently a Senior Principal Engineer at Intel in the
Programmable Solutions business unit working on the Quartus FPGA compiler. He has
a BS from Carnegie Mellon University in ECE and an MS from Santa Clara University.
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STATE OF THE ART IN DEVICE MEASUREMENT
• Most high volume device manufacturers do some on device measurement
• CPU and FPGA devices use the following approaches
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Measure performance and tweak on device voltage regulators to optimize performance
Speed selection of parts into speed and power bins for separate sale and pricing
Capture of faults and switching in redundant circuitry to increase yield
Measurement of on device variation
Temperature sensors

Dynamic Voltage Frequency Scaling
Measurement of key parameter variations
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DESIGN TEAMS USE CUSTOM APPROACHES
• Foundries give some advice on measurement structures
• Design and quality of measurement results left to the design teams
• Details of the process are considered confidential
• Foundries support design teams but keep technical secrets as well
• Avoidable surprises and issue post tape-out occur – over-polish example
• As the industry matures increase sharing and transparency are needed
• Trade secrets in manufacturing are fleeting, optimize supporting the customer
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MY ANSWER TO BOTH QUESTION IS YES
• It time for foundries, EDA, and fabless semiconductor companies to collaborate
to reduce product risk by developing and standardizing benchmark test
structures

• Could TAU expand its focus to cover this area
• The results from the standard structures could be proprietary
• EDA companies’ licenses forbid publishing of benchmark data
• Foundry agreements with customers could forbid publishing of results
• Design teams could gain benefit while protecting foundries
TAU 2019
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DEBJIT SINHA
Debjit is a Senior Engineer/Scientist at IBM EDA. He joined IBM after a PhD in
EECS from Northwestern University in 2006. At IBM, he has lead several teams
including noise analysis, statistical timing, and macro-modeling; and is currently
the overall technical team lead for all timing tools development. Debjit is the
author of 40+ papers and a co-inventor of 25+ patents. He organized the first
TAU timing contest in 2013, and loves TAU!
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TAU’19 panel: Post silicon reality vs. pre-silicon modeling

Debjit Sinha
IBM Electronic Design Automation
IBM Systems, Poughkeepsie, NY
March 21-22, 2019
TAU 2019 – Monterey, CA
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Pre-silicon modeling and timing for IBM microprocessor designs
 IBM servers (5Ghz+) – Not a commodity product
 Goal: Push voltage (V), frequency (F) limits
 Circuit limited yield (CLY) matters

 Timing closure and STA (static timing analysis) tool requirements
Frequency independent timing
 Avoid any hardware (HW) fail due to timing
 Highlight complex race conditions (e.g.,
frequency independent tests inside arrays)

 Statistical timing to cover variability space
(PVT, BEOL, across chip variation)

Frequency dependent timing
 Model DVFS (dynamic voltage frequency scaling)
 High fidelity in critical path prediction/ordering
 Avoid wasting time/power on non critical paths
 Frequency limiting paths seen in HW must show in
list of STA predicted critical paths

 Models, analysis and the right amount of complexity
 Reduce margins with model sophistication [e.g., statistical timing for variability]
 Margin for uncertainty [e.g., predicted-hardware (model) to real-hardware correlation]
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Post-silicon reality – Feedback to pre-silicon models/flows
 Performance benchmarking/monitoring
 Well defined, shared with wafer suppliers and driving to this metric – Standardized test structures (IBM ESPIN)

 Post-silicon test and characterization

Wafer final test

 Determines operational bounds (PVT, frequency, power)
 Provide feedback upstream, for present/future designs, …
Feedback to
models/flows

Technology max (Reliability)
Power gated

High

Voltage

Frequency
gated

 Yield loss avoidance

Process

Module final test

Characterization,
acceptance,
system test, tuning …

Bounds of operation

Low
Slow

Burn-in

Fast

 Fix-up knobs – Voltage, frequency, pulse width control bits for pulsed latches
 Robust design and good tests – Structural-, functional-tests and pathological workload tests
• Failure detection important – e.g., Isolate failing latches using LBIST
 Develop screens to move yield loss upstream in test flow – Save $$

Test floor,
etc.
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Avoiding pitfalls – Prepare for the unexpected, and learn
 Few miscreants from recent technologies (seen during hardware test)
 Significant PFET/NFET mis-matched slow down post burn-in
• Insufficient timing model sophistication for burn-in
• Designer needs to know where to look - Need characterization hardware to see burn-in weak points
 Voltage in-sensitive path [identification]
• Better modeling and STA prediction [e.g., wire, low-VT dominated paths]
of voltage/frequency sensitivity of critical paths

Vdd
Un-desirable
large dV/dF

 Supply voltage variation
• Standard cells, sub-blocks for hierarchical designs – “Out of context” timing
– Limited visibility of full power grid, instance specific – Margin or model?

 Adapt/learn from HW and feedback





Frequency

Pervasive noise analysis, multiple input switching
Non-linear receiver modeling, VT mistrack modeling
Industry standard statistical modeling, across chip variation modeling (uncorrelated and systematic)
Characterization sophistication varies across fabs
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PAUL PEREIRA, QUALCOMM
•

Paul is a CAD Engineer at Qualcomm. He received his Master’s in Applied Science
from the University of British Columbia with Mathematics Honors. His areas of
research included nonlinear inverse problems and tomography. After graduation, he
joined PMC-Sierra, Canada as a process reliability engineer, where he developed
the company’s first in situ process monitor and an analog reliability simulator
modeling the effects of device aging and gate oxide breakdown. He has experience
in several fields including particle physics, optoelectronics, search engine design, and
international tax law. At Qualcomm Technologies Inc, his area of focus is process
variation, timing analysis and yield.
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Post-Silicon STA
Paul Pereira
CAD Engineer
Qualcomm Technologies Inc.

Monterey, CA

STA’s Post-Silicon Wall
Design

Fabrication

Process
Model

Wafer
Acceptance
Test

Process
Monitor

Physical
Design

Automated
Test

Product
Test

In Situ
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STA as a Model Feature Generator
• Characterize and extract
smooth low-variance timing
features.

Low voltage late quantile accuracy

High
variance

• Sample a timing graph at any
PVT condition.
• Differentiate the timing graph to
produce features.
• Export graph, path, cell, pin,
and arc data with a fast API.
• Extend with user discovered
features.

Not smooth

RSS

MC

Analytical
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STA within a Post-Silicon Calibration Flow
Gather data

xtrain

Posit STA model

p(x,z)
STA model with timing features

Infer a posterior

q  p(z|xtrain)
Silicon based tuning in STA

Criticize

p(xnew|x)
Post-Silicon STA model validation
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Summary
• Standardizing benchmarks could be helpful.
• Existing benchmark data is unused by commercial STA tools.
• STA could be re-engineered to support model calibration.
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Thank you
Follow us on:
For more information, visit us at:

www.qualcomm.com & www.qualcomm.com/blog

Nothing in these materials is an offer to sell any of the
components or devices referenced herein.
©2019 Qualcomm Technologies, Inc. and/or its affiliated
companies. All Rights Reserved.
Qualcomm is a trademark of Qualcomm Incorporated,
registered in the United States and other countries. Other
products and brand names may be trademarks or registered
trademarks of their respective owners.

References in this presentation to “Qualcomm” may mean Qualcomm
Incorporated, Qualcomm Technologies, Inc., and/or other subsidiaries
or business units within the Qualcomm corporate structure, as
applicable. Qualcomm Incorporated includes Qualcomm’s licensing
business, QTL, and the vast majority of its patent portfolio. Qualcomm
Technologies, Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary of Qualcomm
Incorporated, operates, along with its subsidiaries, substantially all of
Qualcomm’s engineering, research and development functions, and
substantially all of its product and services businesses, including its
semiconductor business, QCT.

ALI ANVAR
• Is a Senior R&D Manager in Broadcom’s Central Engineering division. He
originally joined Broadcom’s Office of the CTO in 2000. Over the years, he
has contributed to advanced memory architecture designs, standard-cell
library development, silicon characterization and validation. He is currently
leading the Central Engineering’s Timing Signoff team. He is a co-inventor for
15+ patents, has an MSc in Electrical Engineering from University of
California Irvine, and just survived the 2019 Bataan Memorial Death March.
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What Models don’t Provide

Full
Device A

σ

Correlation?
Device B

Partial

σ

None
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Broadcom Proprietary and Confidential. Copyright © 2019 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its subsidiaries.

Taking Matters in Ones Own Hand

Model
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JOÃO GEADA
•

Dr. Joao Geada is a Chief Technologist and a member of the Office of the CTO and
ML teams at ANSYS, with over 20 years of EDA experience. He leads the
development of ANSYS SCBU's FX timing and timing variation products. He is the
author of numerous papers and patents around static timing analysis and statistical
timing. Prior to ANSYS, Dr. Geada was CTO and co-founder of CLK Design
Automation, and before that was one of the lead architects in the verification and
simulation group at Synopsys. Prior to Synopsys, Dr. Geada was a senior researcher
at Cadence Design Systems and started his career at the IBM TJ Watson Research
Center. Dr. Geada holds a PhD and Bachelor degree in Engineering from the
University of Newcastle on Tyne (UK).
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Models vs Silicon
(or: why do I keep getting
surprises in Si?)
3/22/2019
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Models are abstractions
• Almost by definition, models are not reality
‐ But more specifically, engineering models knowingly tradeoff accuracy for performance
‐ They’re convenient minimum cost (efficient) representations of the effects we know we care
about

• We are an engineering profession, so accuracy isn’t our ultimate goal
‐ Time to money (efficiency of effort)
‐ Quality of results for intended purpose (efficiency of solution vs problem)
‐ Using a sledgehammer to crack a nut is not appreciated
•

Unless you have a very hard nut indeed 

• Typical engineering organizations are extremely conservative and risk averse
‐ (mostly) Change happens only after failure
‐ Every layer of the organization adds their own margins

• Models and methodologies will be used until well past their sell-by date
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But enough with the excuses
• Our responsibility as technologists is to be aware of the limitations of our models
‐ The assumptions, tradeoffs and blind spots embodied in those models

• And to be aware when those limitations and assumptions no longer hold
• We are all aware that with FinFET and particularly at lower geometries
‐ Process, Process Variability, Voltage, Temperature are all tightly and non-linearly coupled
‐ All have a strong local “environmental” component
‐ Aging/Reliability are also very context dependent and coupled to all the above

• Implication is extraction, voltage/IR/DvD, thermal, timing are all strongly intertwined
• And yet our methodologies and tools still persist with the siloed effects model
‐ Pushed to extremes with many 10s to 100s of PVT corners
‐ Using margins as a sledgehammer to “fix” the inevitable escapes

• The question is always: are you able to reliably, predictably & efficiently deliver designs
‐ Meeting their performance objectives (PPA)
‐ With high yield

• Multiphysics simulation eliminates siloed approach and has higher fidelity to Silicon
‐ Market does not wait for consensus
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KELVIN LE
Kelvin Le is currently a Principal Engineer at Synopsys, Mountain View, CA.
Before joining Synopsys, he was a co-founder at Extreme-DA. Santa Clara.
Kelvin Le received the Ph.D. degree in electrical and computer engineering from
Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA, in 2006, and MS degree from
Shanghai Jiao Tong University, China in 2001. His current research interests
include statistical modeling, timing/power analysis and optimization.
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MIXED VT VARIATIONS IN STA
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INTERCONNECT MODELING AND REALITY
• Miscorrelation between different metal layers
• Independent variations among metal VIA

cworst

C vs. R

Cell vs. Wire

Height
Thickness
Width
Spacing
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rcbest

rcworst
cbest
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FUNCTIONAL AND PARAMETRIC TIMING YIELD
• Example of parametric timing yield

Design Design
Path Path Path
Sigma Yield
count Sigma Yield
20k
3.0 0.99865 -3.89 0.00005
20k
3.5 0.99999 -1.10 0.13548
20k
4.0 0.99999 0.65 0.74272

D

A
C
B
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PANEL DISCUSSION

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
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